
 

 

  

 

 

Sermon for Epiphany Sunday, January 5, 2020 

 

STAR STRUCK 

 

There is a childhood story about the Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson. One night his nanny 

discovered him sitting by the window, staring outside. He was watching the lamplighter 

methodically light all the street lanterns. “What are you doing, Robert?” the nanny asked him. 

“Oh,” the little boy responded, “I am watching that man poke holes in the darkness.” 

 

Which is why I love the epiphany story - this final chapter in our Christmas saga – a story about 

God poking a hole in the darkness of this weary world. 

 

Scholars are in agreement that the wise men probably came from Persia, because it was in Persia 

that the great scientists of the lived and worked. And, of course ancient Persia includes both 

modern day Iran and Iraq. Two thousand years ago research of the heavens was the hard science 

of the day - and it was in Persia that the great scientists were doing cutting edge work. 

 

Over the years much legend has been added to the story of the Magi - none of which has any 

basis in New Testament scripture. Nowhere does it say these men are kings. Nowhere does it 

describe rich robes and textured turbans. Nowhere does it mention camels - or even the number 

three. What the text tells us is that these strangers were “wise men” - sometimes translated 

astrologers or seers. We learn that they are from the East, that they are Gentiles - non-Jews - and 

that they follow a star - an odd, inexplicable star that fits none of the clinical data they have so 

meticulously been gathering for most of their academic careers. What reputable scientist 

wouldn’t follow the star? What rigorous researcher wouldn’t pursue this mystery until it is 

conquered, understood, and carefully recorded in the textbooks of academia? 

 

And so the wise men travel all the way from Baghdad to Bethlehem – miles and miles and miles 

- days and days and days - until they find the Truth - until they find the Baby who embodies the 

Truth. 

 

When I was in college, I fulfilled my science requirement by taking astronomy. I knew that if I 

was going to pass the class, I needed to do great lab work - because those physics-based exams 

always managed to unglue me. Our main assignment for the semester was to study the stars - to 

carefully draw the changing heavens over a four-month period. So, every night with a flashlight, 

mittens, and my dog-eared notebook I would climb to the roof of my dorm and gaze star ward. 

And soon the frosty darkness began to pulse with wonder. It became clear to me how reasonable 

the skies are - how predictable the patterns and how logical the language of those glowing gases, 

inching themselves across the sky night after night after night. And it became very obvious when 

something did not fit the pattern - a falling star, or an airplane light, or a meteor streaking across 

the sky. 

 



 

 

 

Which is why Matthew’s traveling astrologers paid attention to this strange star that did not fit 

the patterns of science. Curious and inspired, they decide to leave that which they knew, and in 

order to discover that which they did not know. 

 

Isn’t it odd that it took pagans from the East to get the Jews to remember their own scripture – 

the words we heard from Isaiah this morning? Isn’t it odd that Gentiles were the ones to remind 

the religious authorities in Jerusalem of the great promises of the Hebrew prophet - that a light 

will arise and shine and usher in the promised kingdom of God? Isn’t it odd that wise scientists - 

who made their living on the merits of reason and research - that these scientists were wise 

enough to go beyond reason and follow the intuitive tug of their wondering hearts? 

 

Biblical scholar Ken Bailey has opened our minds to a fresh understanding of the Christmas 

story, based on his own experiences living and studying in the Middle East for over 50 years. 

According to Ken, Jesus was not born in the cold stink of a barn – rudely marginalized by an 

insulting inn keeper. Instead, consistent with the ethic of hospitality ingrained in the cultural 

DNA of middle eastern peoples, Ken Bailey believes that Mary and Joseph were warmly 

welcomed by their relatives in the countryside of Judea. And they were invited to sleep in the 

warmth of a big family room – a gracious, but well used lower floor space in every modest 

Palestinian home – a room which was commonly shared with the animals of the family. And so, 

according to Ken Baily, Jesus was born in a living room. And Jesus continues to dwell in the 

living rooms of our lives. 

 

What this means of course, is that the wise men followed their intuition and their hearts to this 

same living room – discovering the meaning of the star - not in the corrupt halls of Herod’s 

power, but in the swaddled center of everyday life. And so, in the fullness of time, wholeness 

was born. Mind and heart, Jew and Gentile, rich and poor, powerful and simple - they all meet in 

the living room of God’s heart – God fully alive in the fragile familiarity of flesh. We learn that 

incarnation – Emmanuel – God-with-us - can only be understood through intuition and 

relationships, through the real stuff of real living. And the only faithful response to such wonder 

is worship – the three rational scientists fall on their knees in homage. Yes, reverent, constant, 

and awe-filled worship – the kind of worship experienced here at Ladue Chapel week in and 

week out - a regular rooting of your lives in the sacred soil of God’s surprising grace. 

 

And so, for me, the celebration of Epiphany means many things. Epiphany takes the small cozy 

vignette of Christmas Eve and projects it onto a world-wide screen - making it clear that God is 

born not just for us - but for everyone. God is born for astrologers in Baghdad and for Jews in 

Jerusalem. God is born for scientists who solve mysteries and for poets who describe mysteries. 

God is born for poor shepherds who have no class and for crass kings who have no compassion. 

God is born for mothers mild who ponder possibilities, and for fathers fierce who dare to trust 

their dreams. Yes, the word Epiphany means manifestation, and this festival day is about the 

multitudinous manifestations of God - God revealed to the diversity of flesh - God revealed in 

the universality and everyday corners of human experience. 

 

Dear Friends, during this year of transition, we are discovering together what new thing God has 

in store for Ladue Chapel. Building on the exceptional strengths and traditions of this  



 

 

 

congregation, we are discerning together how your witness can be fresh light amid the shadows 

and the possibilities of suburban St. Louis. The Wise Men show us the way. Having been 

humbled and reborn at the manger, they choose to go home – they choose to move forward by 

another way - a new and bold way. 

 

And that Way, that Truth, that Life is Jesus. Jesus is the Light of the World. And this Light lives 

among us - and the darkness of the world has never been able to overcome it. Jesus lives in the 

pages of scripture, and in the headlines of our daily newsfeed. Jesus lives in modern Baghdad 

and modern Bethlehem – where the ravages of fresh violence and potential war are wounding the 

world. Jesus lives in the shadow of hospital rooms, and in the eternity of graveyards. Jesus lives 

in the story of this congregation, and in the fragile future of the church. Jesus lives in the 

contentious halls of Congress, and in the offices and the kitchens, the schools and front lines 

where we live our lives. And, my friends, this same Jesus - this same Light - yearns to live and 

to shine - in my soul and in yours. 

 

Tomorrow marks the 60th anniversary of my grandfather's death. He died on the Day of 

Epiphany - and has become for me a yearly reminder of the power of Christ's light to infuse and 

energize and sanctify the human spirit. Grandpa was a pastor and a musician - trained at the 

Moravian Seminary in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, and a servant of Moravian and Presbyterian 

congregations for over fifty years. 

 

But, even more important, Grandpa was a vessel of God's grace - a God lamp, if you will, filled 

with the warmth and the promise of God's light. I remember him singing and smiling. I 

remember him eating with relish. I remember him holding me on his warm and ample lap. I 

remember him as the country pastor who stood up to the mine owners in Harlan, Kentucky 

during the Depression, in order to seek abundant life for the desperately poor miners – all while 

the mine owners sat in front of him in his Presbyterian pews. And because he was light for those 

in the darkness, he was run out of his church, and run ot of town. 

 

Grandpa showed me what it means to seek the light, to embrace the warm glow God has placed 

in the human soul. Joy, compassion, courage, gratitude, gentleness, love. This was the light that 

shone from Grandpa's soul. Because he sought the light, because he followed the light, Grandpa 

became the Light for me. 

 

May it be so for you and for me. Amen 
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